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Abstract: 

We take different security techniques in the 

destitutions method. We take different application in 

schemes In the schemes is the first public key patient 

security encryption is flexible hierarchy. We take a 

secure different owner data destitutions model, for 

dynamic cloud computing model. Is providing group 

signature and dynamic connections  encryption 

models different cloud user is securely share data 

with different providers the storage is lorded and 

encryption security cost of the scheme is different 

with the number of taken users. 

 

 In addition, we find e the security model with 

different proofs every time Password is one of the 

finding and most popular forms of security message 

modify is used for precautions take to accounts. 

Every Time Passwords is upload referred to as secure 

and stronger forms of messages to install different 

multiple machines the users every levels of security to 

destitute data between different owner manner First 

the user take different model selected security login 

The selects an image from the grid of images the 

OTP is generated produces and sent to relevant e-

mail id is different. 

 

Index Terms: Cloud computing, Broadcast 

Encryption 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Data destitutions is main important model in cloud 

storage. User take different their friends view a subset 

different security models and enterprise may grant her 

employees access to proceeds portion different data 

The modify the problem to effectively destitutions and 

security data  the send is for sharing not it loses the 

data of cloud storage [1][5]. Users are take to delegate 

the access rights distubuting data different ways to 

access the data from the server is directly. Finding an 

efficient and secure is share different data in cloud 

storage is not taken we are taken different example. 

Assume that Alice puts all her security photos on Drop 

box and she does not take to expose her photos to 

anyone  Due to different  data loss possibility Alice is 

feel relieved and just relying on the privacy security 

[8] mechanisms provided by Drop box so she security  

all the photos different own keys in the  uploading. 

Every day Alice’s friend, Bob, asks her to destitute the 

photos taken over all these years which Bob appeared 

in. Alice can then use the share function of Drop box 

but the problem now is how to delegate the decryption 

rights for these photos to Bob [9] 

 

First finding security is one of the different significant 

taken for the wide deployment of cloud computing 

model different the guarantee of identity security users 

may sufficient to take in cloud computing model 

because there is same identities could be easily 
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disclosed to cloud users and attackers different identity 

security models is the abuse of privacy in sufficient 

staff is deceive [6] different company is destitutions 

false files negative traceable. Trace ability the enables 

the group manager to take the real identity of a user is 

also highly security  Second it is highly indicative 

member in a group should is  able to fully enjoy the 

data storing and destitute services provided is the 

cloud security model. The user defined as the different 

owner manner Compared with the single owner 

manner [3] the group manager can be store and change 

data in the cloud computing the multiple-owner 

manner is more different in practical applications. Any 

user in the group to not only read data, not also 

changed his part of data in the entire data file 

distubutes by the originations. [11] 

 

2. Existing System: 

A. Framework:  

A key-aggregate security scheme is five polynomial-

time algorithms as is taken The data owner finding the 

public system model via Setup and take a master-

secret key number of Key Generations Messages is 

security and Encrypt by different ways decides what 

cipher text model is associated[12] with different  the 

plaintext message to be security model. The data 

owner is use the master-secret to generate an aggregate 

decryption key for different cipher text classes in 

Extract. The generated keys is passed to delegates 

securely finally, number of user in an aggregate key is 

decrypt in cipher text provided that the cipher text’s 

class is contained in the aggregate key is Decrypt [16] 

 

B. Sharing Encrypted Data  

A canonical application of KAC is data destitution The 

key aggregation model is especially uses the expect the 

delegation is efficient and security The model is enable 

a content users to destitution the data in a confidential 

and security with a fixed and different cipher text 

model is sharing to each indent user a single and 

number of aggregate key. 

 

These are describe the main idea of data sharing in 

cloud storage using KAC example Alice take to share 

her data m1; m2; ... ; m on the server. She first 

performs Setupð1; nÞ to get pram and execute Key 

Gen to get the public security key pair ðpk; mskÞ. The 

system parameter [1] pram and public key pk can be 

made public and master- key msk should be kept secret 

by Alice. Everyone is encrypt each mi by Ci ¼ 

Encryptðpk; i; miÞ. The encrypted data is uploaded to 

the server With pram and pk, people who cooperate 

with Alice can update Alice’s data on the server Once 

Alice is willing to share a set S of her data with a 

friend Bob, she can compute the aggregate key KS for 

Bob by performing Extract ðmsk  SÞ. Since KS is just 

a constant-size key, it is easy to be sent to Bob via a 

secure e-mail.[4][7] 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Secure locations protect different resources to 

unauthorized access to enforcing access control model. 

The increasing security is model text based passwords 

is enough to counter different problems The need to 

different secure and being user friendly is required [8]. 

The Image Based Authentication (IBA) is play This 

helps to eliminate tempest attack, shoulder attack. 

Using the instant messaging service different internet 

user is obtain the One Time Password (OTP) before 

image message return This OTP is used the user to 

take their personal accounts The image based 

authentication model is  relies on the user different  

recognize model categories from a grid of pictures[11]. 

In this paper the Image based authentication is one 

time password to change high level message 

authenticating in security in the user over the internet. 
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The main Objective of 3 Level Security system is a 

unique and an esoteric study of using images as 

password and implementation of an extremely secured 

system, employing 3 levels of security 

Level 1: Security at level 1 has been imposed by 

simple text -based password [15]. 

Level 2: Security at this level has been imposed by 

using image based authentication (IBA) which helps to 

eliminate shoulder attack, tempest attack. User has to 

select three images from the respective grid[15]. 

Level 3: After the successful clearance of the above 

two levels, the Level 3 Security System will then 

generate a one-time numeric password that would be 

valid just for that login session. The authentic user will 

be informed of this one time password on his email 

id.[14]. 

 

4. Methods 

The intention of the scheme is to propose a secure and 

efficient three-party key agreement scheme with 

privacy protection of service requesters by using OTP 

final confirmation verifier. In this paper, I propose a 

three-party key agreement scheme to construct a 

secure transaction mechanism with privacy protection. 

In our scheme, the major merits used 

 

A. Achieving Secure, Scalable, and Fine-Grained 

Data Access Control in Cloud Computing  

The security is .[17] focused different new challenges 

for data security and take  control different users out 

coming  security data for destitute on cloud servers 

privies models uses to take  cryptographic functions is  

disclosing data decryption keys only to indent users. 

The problem is simultaneously achieving security and 

scalability and data access different control actually 

still remains unresolved. This paper addresses this 

modify open on one hand defining and focicesed 

access policies based on data attributes, security the 

data owner to delegate most of the computation tasks 

indifferent  in fine-grained data access control to un 

trusted cloud servers not disclosing the underlying data 

contents. The main goal is exploiting and same 

combining model of attribute-based encryption (ABE), 

proxy re encryption, and lazy re-encryption. They 

proposed scheme also has salient properties of user 

access privilege confidentiality and user secret key 

accountability 

 

B. Sirius: Securing Remote Untrusted Storage 

Goh et al.[7] presented a SiRiUS, a secure file system 

designed different layered over insecure network and 

P2P file systems such as NFS,. SiRiUS assumes the 

network storage is un trusted and user its number of 

read and write cryptographic access control for file 

level destitute Key management and remove is simple 

with minimal out brand communication[8]. File system 

freshness is support in SiRiUS using hash tree 

constructions. SiRiUS contains different method of 

performing file random access in a cryptographic file 

system any the use of a block server. Extensions to 

SiRiUS include large scale group destitute in the NNL 

key remove construction. Our implementation of 

SiRiUS results different the underlying file system 

despite using cryptographic models SiRiUS contains 

many models is  performing file random access in a 

cryptographic file system different use of a block 

server in cryptographic operations implementation of 

Sirius locations It only uses the own read write 

cryptographic models control. File level distubuting in 

only done using cryptographic models 

 

C. Broadcast Encryption 

A.Fiat .[6] proposed a system on different  

communication framework, number of security model 

is occurs. As a result construction of secure group 

communication security users from intrusion and 
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eavesdropping is very important they propose an 

efficient key sharing model for a secure group 

communication different multicast communication 

framework. They use IP multicast mechanism to 

shortest rekeying time to minimize adverse effect on 

communication. In addition, they introduce proxy 

model for replies from group members to the group 

manager to reduce traffic generated by rekeying. They 

define a new models of batching technique for 

rekeying in which new key is generated for both 

leaving and joining member. The rekeying assumption 

waits for 30 sec so that number time's key generation 

will be reduced. 

 

D. Ensuring Data Storage Security in Cloud 

Computing 

C.Wang is .[15] proposed a next-model architecture of 

IT Enterprise. It take the application software and 

databases is the centralized large data models the 

management the data and services is fully trustworthy. 

This unique models brings about many new security 

items which is understood. This work takes security 

the integrity of data storage in Cloud Computing. In 

model the consider the task of allowing a third party 

auditor (TPA) on behalf of the cloud client, to verify 

the integrity of the dynamic data stored at the cloud. 

The introduction TPA model the number of the client 

is auditing his own data stored in the cloud is different 

the important in achieving economies of scale for 

Cloud Computing.  

 

E. Reduplication in Cloud Storage Using Side 

Channels in Cloud Services  

The Case of integrations in Cloud data G.Ateniese.[3] 

take on deduplication in Cloud storage. Cloud storage 

services is use reduplication which eliminates 

insufficient data is storing only a single copy of each 

file Reduplication reduces the memory and bandwidth 

models is data storage services and is most effective 

different applied across every users a common practice 

in cloud storage offerings The security implications 

different user reduplication take studied. It 

demonstrates reduplication can be used as a side model 

which reveals data in the contents of files every users 

In a different models reduplication is used to covert 

channel in malicious software can communicate with 

in control model regardless in firewall settings at the 

Attacked machine 

 

5. Results  

Performance is the model is able to with the 

advantages of cloud systems the data and privacy 

model is take some reasonable model The factors 

evaluated to storage, cryptographic operation and file 

emanating and handling time The storage user to 

security and conditional based to take keys. The key 

generated in 16 bit and number of the 16 bits a code of 

length six is given to the user The parameter function 

to generating the code in different kinds of users the 

complexity of access key generation is high with 

privacy the user enters the system collects of data from 

the user and the pattern function is selected. This is 

same security login Group owner’s number of private 

key and group access key. Different the features 

selected for generating the 16 bit key are different the 

challenge is to manage the keys and codes separately 

and to create a mapping model for them. Here it is 

done with identity attributes. The storage lorded is 

related to the changes codes generated for different 

users, groups and group members other than the keys 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper to design privacy data and destitute model 

in dynamic groups an un trusted cloud. User is able to 

destitute data with different group with same identity 

security to the cloud. Additionally It supports efficient 

user remove and new user joining efficient user 
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removes is achieved in a public remove list without 

changes the private keys of the remaining users, and 

new users can directly decrypt files stored in the cloud 

before their participation. A new type messages indent 

system which is highly secure is proposed in this 

paper. This system is also more users friendly. This 

system will definitely help thwarting Shoulder attack, 

insufficient user and k attack in the client side. In 3-

Level Security system is a time consuming model it 

will provide strong security in the need to store and 

maintain crucial and confidential data secure. Such 

systems users a secure channel of communication 

among the communicating entities The ease of using & 

remembering images as a password also support the 

scope of these systems 
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